The discrete representation correspondence between quantum and classical spatial distributions of angular momentum vectors.
This work demonstrates that the quantum mechanical moments of a state described by the density matrix correspond to discrete spherical harmonic moments of the classical multipole expansion of the spatial distribution of the angular momentum vectors. For the diagonal density matrix elements, this work exploits the fact that the quantum mechanical vector coupling (Clebsch-Gordan) coefficients become increasingly accurate discrete representations of spherical harmonics as j increases. A Schwinger-type basis accounts for nonaxially symmetric angular distributions, which result in nonzero off-diagonal elements of the density matrix. The resulting discrete minimum uncertainty picture of the classical moments has a stringent equivalence with the quantum mechanical one for all j and provides an unambiguous connection for the classical and quantum moments in the large j limit. The equivalence is numerically tested for simple models, and there is a satisfying equivalence even for small j. Applications, implications, and extensions are indicated, and the relevance of this work for the interpretation of classical mechanical simulations of inelastic and reactive molecular collisions will be documented elsewhere.